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The virtual machine queue feature introduced in the
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 R2 Hyper-V™ platform
is designed to offload virtual network processing to
physical adapter hardware. Enabling this feature on
Dell™ PowerEdge™ servers with supported Intel® adapters
can help significantly increase overall throughput while
reducing the network processing burden on host servers.
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hardware, but as Dell testing shows, enabling the fea-
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expected to support the feature as well.

In previous versions of Hyper-V, the virtual-network-

Figure 1 shows the VMQ architecture. Without VMQ

switch implementation processed network traffic

enabled, the hypervisor must sort and route the pack-

between VMs and physical network interface cards

ets to the destination VMs, and the incoming packets

(NICs). This processing included classifying and filter-

are copied twice while transmitting from the NIC buffer

ing packets based on Media Access Control (MAC)

to the application buffer. With VMQ enabled, multiple
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queues are formed, with each queue corresponding

as routing these packets to the appropriate VM

to a VM; there is also a default queue that routes mul-

adapter. Because the number of packets being routed

ticast packets, broadcast packets, and packets without

by the host server typically increases when VM den-

a specified queue. When data packets arrive at

sity rises, so does host processor utilization.
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file server and three client servers. The file
server was a Dell PowerEdge R610 configured with one quad-core Intel Xeon®
E5530 processor at 2.4 GHz, 8 GB of RAM,
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a 10GbE Intel AT server adapter, four GbE
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and the Windows Server 2008 R2
Datacenter OS. The three clients were

Figure 1. Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 Hyper-V VMQ architecture

PowerEdge SC1435 servers, each configured with one quad-core AMD Opteron™

the MAC addresses and VLAN tags of the

Next, to enable the VMQ feature on

2350 processor at 2.0 GHz, 4 GB of RAM,

destination VM and places them in the

the physical network adapter, administra-

two GbE Broadcom LOMs, and the 32-bit

appropriate receive queues. The virtual

tors can launch the Device Manager tool,

version of the Microsoft Windows Vista®

network switch then takes the correspond-

expand the “Network adapters” section,

OS with Service Pack 1 (SP1).

ing packets in the queue to the VMs.1

right-click on the adapter that supports

The custom scripts were designed to

the VMQ feature, and select “Properties.”

copy large numbers of mixed-size files

VMQ configuration

In the properties window, they can then

(varying from a few kilobytes to approxi-

The Intel network adapter drivers for Dell

select the Virtual Machine Queues prop-

mately 6 GB) from the clients to the VMs.

servers disable VMQ by default. To enable

erty, set the value to “Enabled” (see

The VMs were stored on an external Dell

VMQ, administrators should enable VMQ

Figure 2), click the OK button, and close

PowerVault ™ MD3000i Internet SCSI

support on the physical network adapter

Device Manager.

and on the virtual switch. There is no con-

Administrators should note that

figuration required inside the guest OS to

they must perform these steps in the

enable this feature.

order described.

Enabling VMQ support for the virtual

When using Microsoft System

switch first requires modifying the registry:

Center Virtual Machine Manager
(SCVMM)

■■

■■
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to

manage

For GbE adapters, administrators

Hyper-V VMs, administrators can

can perform this step by adding a

enable or disable the VMQ feature for

BelowTenGigVmqEnabled entry under

a VM network adapter by selecting

HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\

or unselecting the Enable Virtual

Services\VMSMP\Parameters and set-

Network Optimizations check box in

ting its value to 1.

the VM properties window. This

For 10GbE adapters, they would add a

option is available only when using

TenGigVmqEnabled entry in the same

SCVMM 2008 R2 with Windows

location, also with its value set to 1.

Server 2008 R2 Hyper-V VMs.

For more information on the VMQ feature in Microsoft Hyper-V, visit msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd568132.aspx. For more information on
this feature in Intel server adapters, visit www.intel.com/network/connectivity/vtc_vmdq.htm.
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Figure 2. Adapter properties in the Microsoft Windows
Server 2008 R2 Device Manager tool
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Figure 3. Network throughput with and without the VMQ feature enabled
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Figure 4. File copy times with and without the VMQ feature enabled
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